Downfall The End Of The Imperial Japanese
Empire
As recognized, adventure as without difficulty as experience virtually lesson, amusement, as without
difficulty as concord can be gotten by just checking out a ebook Downfall The End Of The
Imperial Japanese Empire next it is not directly done, you could acknowledge even more on the
order of this life, nearly the world.
We come up with the money for you this proper as without difficulty as simple way to acquire those
all. We present Downfall The End Of The Imperial Japanese Empire and numerous book collections
from fictions to scientific research in any way. in the midst of them is this Downfall The End Of The
Imperial Japanese Empire that can be your partner.

Hell to Pay - D. M. Giangreco 2017
Two years before the atomic attacks on
Hiroshima and Nagasaki helped bring a quick
end to hostilities in the summer of 1945, U.S.
planners began work on Operation Downfall,

codename for the Allied invasions of Kyushu and
Honshu, in the Japanese home islands. While
other books have examined Operation Downfall,
D. M. Giangreco offers the most complete and
exhaustively researched consideration of the
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plans and their implications. He explores related
issues of the first operational use of the atomic
bomb and the Soviet Union's entry into the war,
including the controversy surrounding estimates
of potential U.S. casualties. Following years of
intense research at numerous archives,
Giangreco now paints a convincing and horrific
picture of the veritable hell that awaited invader
and defender. In the process, he demolishes the
myths that Japan was trying to surrender during
the summer of 1945 and that U.S. officials later
wildly exaggerated casualty figures to justify
using the atomic bombs to influence the Soviet
Union. As Giangreco writes, "Both sides were
rushing headlong toward a disastrous
confrontation in the Home Islands in which
poison gas and atomic weapons were to be
employed as MacArthur's intelligence chief,
Charles Willoughby, succinctly put it, 'a hard
and bitter struggle with no quarter asked or
given.'" Hell to Pay examines the invasion of
Japan in light of the large body of Japanese and

American operational and tactical planning
documents the author unearthed in familiar and
obscure archives. It includes postwar
interrogations and reports that senior Japanese
commanders and their staffs were ordered to
produce for General MacArthur's headquarters.
This groundbreaking history counters the
revisionist interpretations questioning the
rationale for the use of the atomic bomb and
shows that President Truman's decision was
based on real estimates of the enormous human
cost of a conventional invasion. This revised
edition of Hell to Pay expands on several areas
covered in the previous book and deals with
three new topics: U.S.-Soviet cooperation in the
war against Imperial Japan; U.S., Soviet, and
Japanese plans for the invasion and defense of
the northernmost Home Island of Hokkaido; and
Operation Blacklist, the three-phase insertion of
American occupation forces into Japan. It also
contains additional text, relevant archival
material, supplemental photos, and new maps,
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making this the definitive edition of an important
historical work.
Hiroshima’s Shadow - Kai Bird 1998
Essays and memoirs discuss the decision to use
the atomic bomb against Japan in 1945
What If? II - Robert Cowley 2002-10-01
What if Lincoln didn't abolish slavery? What if an
assassin succeeded in killing FDR in 1933? This
volume presents 25 intriguing "what if..."
scenarios by some of today's greatest historical
minds-including James Bradley, Caleb Carr,
James Chace, Theodore F. Cook, Jr., Carlos M.N.
Eire, George Feifer, Thomas Fleming, Richard B.
Frank, Victor Davis Hanson, Cecelia Holland,
Alistair Horne, David Kahn, Robert Katz, John
Lukacs, William H. McNeill, Lance Morrow,
Williamson Murray, Josiah Ober, Robert L.
O'Connell, Geoffrey Parker, Theodore K. Rabb,
Andrew Roberts, Roger Spiller, Geoffrey C.
Ward, and Tom Wicker.
The Atomic Bomb and the End of World War
II - Herbert Feis 2015-03-08

This book discusses the decision to use the
atomic bomb. Libraries and scholars will find it a
necessary adjunct to their other studies by
Pulitzer-Prize author Herbert Feis on World War
II. Originally published in 1966. The Princeton
Legacy Library uses the latest print-on-demand
technology to again make available previously
out-of-print books from the distinguished
backlist of Princeton University Press. These
editions preserve the original texts of these
important books while presenting them in
durable paperback and hardcover editions. The
goal of the Princeton Legacy Library is to vastly
increase access to the rich scholarly heritage
found in the thousands of books published by
Princeton University Press since its founding in
1905.
Atomic Tragedy - Sean L. Malloy 2008
Looks at the decision-making process and
struggle of Secretary of State Henry L. Stimson
as he oversaw the American nuclear weapons
program during World War II and his
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responsibility for using the atomic bomb against
Japan.
Hell to Pay - D. M. Giangreco 2017-10-15
Two years before the atomic attacks on
Hiroshima and Nagasaki helped bring a quick
end to hostilities in the summer of 1945, U.S.
planners began work on Operation Downfall,
codename for the Allied invasions of Kyushu and
Honshu, in the Japanese home islands. While
other books have examined Operation Downfall,
D. M. Giangreco offers the most complete and
exhaustively researched consideration of the
plans and their implications. He explores related
issues of the first operational use of the atomic
bomb and the Soviet Union’s entry into the war,
including the controversy surrounding estimates
of potential U.S. casualties.Following years of
intense research at numerous archives,
Giangreco now paints a convincing and horrific
picture of the veritable hell that awaited invader
and defender. In the process, he demolishes the
myths that Japan was trying to surrender during

the summer of 1945 and that U.S. officials later
wildly exaggerated casualty figures to justify
using the atomic bombs to influence the Soviet
Union. As Giangreco writes, “Both sides were
rushing headlong toward a disastrous
confrontation in the Home Islands in which
poison gas and atomic weapons were to be
employed as MacArthur’s intelligence chief,
Charles Willoughby, succinctly put it, ‘a hard
and bitter struggle with no quarter asked or
given.’”Hell to Pay examines the invasion of
Japan in light of the large body of Japanese and
American operational and tactical planning
documents the author unearthed in familiar and
obscure archives. It includes postwar
interrogations and reports that senior Japanese
commanders and their staffs were ordered to
produce for General MacArthur’s headquarters.
This groundbreaking history counters the
revisionist interpretations questioning the
rationale for the use of the atomic bomb and
shows that President Truman’s decision was
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based on real estimates of the enormous human
cost of a conventional invasion.This revised
edition of Hell to Pay expands on several areas
covered in the previous book and deals with
three new topics: U.S.-Soviet cooperation in the
war against Imperial Japan; U.S., Soviet, and
Japanese plans for the invasion and defense of
the northernmost Home Island of Hokkaido; and
Operation Blacklist, the three-phase insertion of
American occupation forces into Japan. It also
contains additional text, relevant archival
material, supplemental photos, and new maps,
making this the definitive edition of an important
historical work.
Last to Die - Stephen Harding 2015-07-14
On August 18, 1945 -- three days after Japan
announced it would cease hostilities and
surrender -- U.S. Army Air Forces Sergeant
Anthony J. Marchione bled to death in the clear,
bright sky above Tokyo. Just six days after his
twentieth birthday, Tony Marchione died like so
many before him in World War II -- quietly,

cradled in the arms of a buddy who was
powerless to prevent his death. Though
heartbreaking for his family, Marchione's death
would have been no more notable than any other
had he not had the dubious distinction of being
the last American killed in World War II combat.
An aerial gunner who had already survived
several combat missions, Marchione's death was
the tragic culmination of an intertwined series of
events. The plane that carried him that day was
a trouble-plagued American heavy bomber
known as the B-32 Dominator, which would
prove a failed competitor to the famed B-29
Superfortress. And on the ground below, a
palace revolt was brewing and a small number of
die-hard Japanese fighter pilots decided to fight
on, refusing to accept defeat. Based on official
American and Japanese histories, personal
memoirs, and the author's exclusive interviews
with many of the story's key participants, Last to
Die is a rousing tale of air combat, bravery,
cowardice, hubris, and determination, all set
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during the turbulent and confusing final days of
World War II.
Reports of General MacArthur - Gen Douglas
MacArthur 2016-11-30
The Reports of General MacArthur include two
volumes being published by the Department of
the Army in four books reproduced exactly as
they were printed by General MacArthur's Tokyo
headquarters in 1950, except for the addition of
this foreword and indexes. Since they were
Government property, the general turned over to
the Department in 1953 these volumes and
related source materials. In Army and National
Archives custody these materials have been
available for research although they have not
been easily accessible. While he lived, General
MacArthur was unwilling to approve the
reproduction and dissemination of the reports,
because he believed they needed further editing
and correction of some inaccuracies. His passing
permits publication but not the correction he
deemed desirable. In publishing them, the

Department of the Army must therefore disclaim
any responsibility for their accuracy. But the
Army also recognizes that these volumes have
substantial and enduring value, and it believes
the American people are entitled to have them
made widely available through government
publication. The preliminary work for compiling
the MacArthur volumes began in 1943 within the
G-3 Section of his General Staff, and was carried
forward after the war by members of the G--2
Section, headed by Maj. Gen. Charles A.
Willoughby with Professor Gordon W. Prange, on
leave from the University of Maryland, as his
principal professional assistant. Volume II of the
reports represents the contributions of Japanese
officers employed to tell their story of operations
against MacArthur's forces.
Massacres and Morality - Alex J. Bellamy
2012-09-27
Most cultural and legal codes agree that the
intentional killing of civilians, whether in
peacetime or war, is prohibited. Yet despite this
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fact, the deliberate killing of large numbers of
civilians remains a persistent feature of global
political life.
The End of the Pacific War - Tsuyoshi Hasegawa
2007
State-of-the-art reinterpretations of the reasons
for Japan's decision to surrender, by
distinguished historians of differing national
perspectives and differing views.
How Fighting Ends - Holger Afflerbach
2012-07-26
The history of surrender is one of the most
neglected in the history of war, and yet it is vital
to understanding not only how wars end but also
how they are contained. This is a book with a
chronological sweep that runs from the Stone
Age to the present day, written by a team of
truly distinguished scholars.
Racing the Enemy - Tsuyoshi Hasegawa 2009-07
With startling revelations, Tsuyoshi Hasegawa
rewrites the standard history of the end of World
War II in the Pacific. By fully integrating the

three key actors in the story--the United States,
the Soviet Union, and Japan--Hasegawa for the
first time puts the last months of the war into
international perspective. From April 1945,
when Stalin broke the Soviet-Japanese
Neutrality Pact and Harry Truman assumed the
presidency, to the final Soviet military actions
against Japan, Hasegawa brings to light the real
reasons Japan surrendered. From Washington to
Moscow to Tokyo and back again, he shows us a
high-stakes diplomatic game as Truman and
Stalin sought to outmaneuver each other in
forcing Japan's surrender; as Stalin dangled
mediation offers to Japan while secretly
preparing to fight in the Pacific; as Tokyo peace
advocates desperately tried to stave off a war
party determined to mount a last-ditch defense;
and as the Americans struggled to balance their
competing interests of ending the war with
Japan and preventing the Soviets from
expanding into the Pacific. Authoritative and
engrossing, Racing the Enemy puts the final
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days of World War II into a whole new light.
Researching Japanese War Crimes Records Edward J. Drea 2006
Hiroshima Nagasaki - Paul Ham 2014-08-05
In this harrowing history of the Hiroshima and
Nagasaki bombings, Paul Ham argues against
the use of nuclear weapons, drawing on
extensive research and hundreds of interviews
to prove that the bombings had little impact on
the eventual outcome of the Pacific War. More
than 100,000 people were killed instantly by the
atomic bombs, mostly women, children, and the
elderly. Many hundreds of thousands more
succumbed to their horrific injuries later, or
slowly perished of radiation-related sickness. Yet
American leaders claimed the bombs were "our
least abhorrent choice"—and still today most
people believe they ended the Pacific War and
saved millions of American and Japanese lives.
In this gripping narrative, Ham demonstrates
convincingly that misunderstandings and

nationalist fury on both sides led to the use of
the bombs. Ham also gives powerful witness to
its destruction through the eyes of eighty
survivors, from twelve-year-olds forced to work
in war factories to wives and children who faced
the holocaust alone. Hiroshima Nagasaki
presents the grisly unadorned truth about the
bombings, blurred for so long by postwar
propaganda, and transforms our understanding
of one of the defining events of the twentieth
century.
JOURNAL OF STRATEGY & POLITICS Institute for the Study of Strategy and
2016-08-10
Seventy years ago this summer, Japan
surrendered after B-29s dropped two atomic
bombs and the USSR declared war on Japan.
These events, and the strategies and policies
that produced them, have been hotly debated
ever since. The end of the Pacific War did not
merely end World War II, but determined the
power structure in Asia for subsequent decades.
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It is imperative to understand 1945, whose
legacies affect the peace and stability of the
region to this day - for example, in the disputes
over the Senkaku Islands, the division of Korea,
and the status of Taiwan. This full day event will
include presentations from Richard B. Frank,
author of Downfall: The End of the Imperial
Japanese Empire; prolific naval analyst Norman
Friedman; D. M. Giangreco, author of Hell to
Pay; David Glantz, author of The Soviet Strategic
Offensive in Manchuria, 1945; John T. Kuehn,
author of A Military History of Japan; and
Richard C. Thornton, author of China: A Political
History.
140 Days to Hiroshima - David Dean Barrett
2020-04-07
A WWII history told from US and Japanese
perspectives—“an impressively researched
chronicle of the months leading up to the atomic
bombing of Hiroshima” (Publishers Weekly).
During the closing months of World War II, two
military giants locked in a death embrace of

cultural differences and diplomatic
intransigence. While developing history’s
deadliest weapon and weighing an invasion that
would have dwarfed D-Day, the US called for the
“unconditional surrender” of Japan. The
Japanese Empire responded with a last-ditch
plan termed Ketsu-Go, which called for the
suicidal resistance of every able-bodied man and
woman in “The Decisive Battle” for the
homeland. In 140 Days to Hiroshima, historian
David Dean Barrett captures war-room drama on
both sides of the conflict. Here are the secret
strategy sessions, fierce debates, looming
assassinations, and planned invasions that
resulted in Armageddon on August 6, 1945.
Barrett then examines the next nine chaotic days
as the Japanese government struggled to
respond to the reality of nuclear war.
Nothing Less than Victory - John David Lewis
2013-12-26
How aggressive military strategies win wars,
from ancient times to today The goal of war is to
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defeat the enemy's will to fight. But how this can
be accomplished is a thorny issue. Nothing Less
than Victory provocatively shows that
aggressive, strategic military offenses can win
wars and establish lasting peace, while defensive
maneuvers have often led to prolonged carnage,
indecision, and stalemate. Taking an ambitious
and sweeping look at six major wars, from
antiquity to World War II, John David Lewis
shows how victorious military commanders have
achieved long-term peace by identifying the core
of the enemy's ideological, political, and social
support for a war, fiercely striking at this
objective, and demanding that the enemy
acknowledges its defeat. Lewis examines the
Greco-Persian and Theban wars, the Second
Punic War, Aurelian's wars to reunify Rome, the
American Civil War, and the Second World War.
He considers successful examples of
overwhelming force, such as the Greek
mutilation of Xerxes' army and navy, the Thebanled invasion of the Spartan homeland, and

Hannibal's attack against Italy—as well as failed
tactics of defense, including Fabius's policy of
delay, McClellan's retreat from Richmond, and
Chamberlain's appeasement of Hitler. Lewis
shows that a war's endurance rests in each
side's reasoning, moral purpose, and
commitment to fight, and why an effectively
aimed, well-planned, and quickly executed
offense can end a conflict and create the
conditions needed for long-term peace.
Recognizing the human motivations behind
military conflicts, Nothing Less than Victory
makes a powerful case for offensive actions in
pursuit of peace.
A Democracy at War - William L. O'Neill 1995
Surveys the bureaucratic mistakes--including
poor weapons and strategic blunders--that
marked America's entry into World War II,
showing how these errors were overcome by the
citizens waging the war.
Decision in Normandy - Carlo D'Este
2017-07-30
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The strategy and planning behind D-Day: “The
best-researched, best-written account [of the
Normandy Campaign] I have ever read.”—The
New York Times Book Review One of the most
controversial and dangerous military operations
in the history of modern warfare, the battle for
Normandy took over two years of planning by
each country that made up the Allied forces. The
event is mired to this day in myth and
misconception, and untangling the web of work
that led to D-Day is nearly as daunting as the
work that led to the day itself. Drawing from
declassified documents, personal interviews,
diaries, and more, Carlo D’Este, a winner of the
Pritzker Award, uncovers what really happened
in Normandy. From what went right to what
went wrong, D’Este takes readers on a journey
from the very first moment Prime Minister
Churchill considered an invasion through France
to the last battles of World War II. With photos,
maps, and first-hand accounts, readers can trace
the incredible road to victory and the intricate

battles in between. A comprehensive look into
the military strategy surrounding the Second
World War, Decision in Normandy is an absolute
essential for history buffs. “A fresh perspective
on the leadership of Field Marshal Bernard
Montgomery and the Allied landings after DDay.”—Publishers Weekly “Again and again he
reveals new facets of familiar subjects—in part
from his own dual American army and British
academic background; in part by querying
everyone and everything.”—Kirkus Reviews
Wings of Judgment - Ronald Schaffer 1988-09-29
A disturbing and perceptive study of the
strategy, outcome, and choices behind the
American bombing policies of World War II. The
author analyses the explanations and moral
arguments used by America's military leaders to
justify the attacks on Dresden, Berlin, and
Hiroshima.
Tojo and the Coming of the War - Robert Joseph
Charles Butow 1969
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Atomic Bomb Island - Don A. Farrell
2021-01-15
Atomic Bomb Island tells the story of an elite,
top-secret team of sailors, airmen, scientists,
technicians, and engineers who came to Tinian
in the Marianas in the middle of 1945 to prepare
the island for delivery of the atomic bombs then
being developed in New Mexico, to finalize the
designs of the bombs themselves, and to launch
the missions that would unleash hell on Japan.
Almost exactly a year before the atomic bombs
were dropped, strategically important Tinian
was captured by Marines—because it was only
1,500 miles from Japan and its terrain afforded
ideal runways from which the new B-29 bombers
could pound Japan. In the months that followed,
the U.S. turned virtually all of Tinian into a giant
airbase, with streets named after those of
Manhattan Island—a Marianas city where the

bombs could be assembled, the heavily laden
B-29s could be launched, and the Manhattan
Project scientists could do their last work. Don
Farrell has done this story incredible justice for
the 75th anniversary. The book is a thoroughly
researched, beautifully illustrated mosaic of the
final phase of the Manhattan Project, from the
Battle of Tinian and the USS Indianapolis to
Hiroshima and Nagasaki.
Learning War - Trent Hone 2018-06-15
Learning War examines the U.S. Navy’s
doctrinal development from 1898–1945 and
explains why the Navy in that era was so
successful as an organization at fostering
innovation. A revolutionary study of one of
history’s greatest success stories, this book
draws profoundly important conclusions that
give new insight, not only into how the Navy
succeeded in becoming the best naval force in
the world, but also into how modern
organizations can exploit today’s rapid
technological and social changes in their pursuit
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of success. Trent Hone argues that the Navy
created a sophisticated learning system in the
early years of the twentieth century that led to
repeated innovations in the development of
surface warfare tactics and doctrine. The
conditions that allowed these innovations to
emerge are analyzed through a consideration of
the Navy as a complex adaptive system.
Learning War is the first major work to apply
this complex learning approach to military
history. This approach permits a richer
understanding of the mechanisms that enable
human organizations to evolve, innovate, and
learn, and it offers new insights into the history
of the United States Navy.
Rising Sun Victorious - Peter G. Tsouras
2011-10-19
In war, victory can be held hostage to seemingly
insignificant incidents–chance events,
opportunities seized or cast aside–that can derail
the most brilliant military strategies and change
the course of history. What if the Japanese had

conquered India and driven out the British?
What if the strategic link between the United
States and Australia had been severed? What if
Vice Admiral Nagumo had launched a third
attack on Pearl Harbor? What if the U.S. Navy’s
gamble at Midway had backfired? Ten leading
military historians ask these and other questions
in this fascinating book. The war with Japan was
rife with difficult choices and battles that could
have gone either way. These fact-based alternate
scenarios offer intriguing insights into what
might have happened in the Pacific during World
War II, and what the consequences would have
been for America.
Downfall - Richard B. Frank 1999
Sheds new light on the end of the Pacific
campaign during World War II, including such
controversies as Russia's role in the war and the
dropping of the atomic bomb
Atomic Diplomacy - Gar Alperovitz 1967
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The Allied victory at Omaha Beach was a costly
one. A direct infantry assault against a defense
that was years in the making, undertaken in
daylight following a mere thirty-minute
bombardment, the attack had neither the
advantage of tactical surprise nor that of
overwhelming firepower. American forces were
forced to improvise under enemy fire, and
although they were ultimately victorious, they
suffered devastating casualties. Why did the
Allies embark on an attack with so many
disadvantages? Making extensive use of primary
sources, Adrian Lewis traces the development of
the doctrine behind the plan for the invasion of
Normandy to explain why the battles for the
beaches were fought as they were. Although
blame for the Omaha Beach disaster has
traditionally been placed on tactical leaders at
the battle site, Lewis argues that the real
responsibility lay at the higher levels of
operations and strategy planning. Ignoring
lessons learned in the Mediterranean and Pacific

theaters, British and American military leaders
employed a hybrid doctrine of amphibious
warfare at Normandy, one that failed to
maximize the advantages of either British or
U.S. doctrine. Had Allied forces at the other
landing sites faced German forces of the quality
and quantity of those at Omaha Beach, Lewis
says, they too would have suffered heavy
casualties and faced the prospect of defeat.
Hiroshima in History - Robert James Maddox
2007
When President Harry Truman authorized the
use of atomic weapons against Japan, he did so
to end a bloody war that would have been
bloodier still had the planned invasion of Japan
proved necessary. Revisionists claim that
Truman's real interest was a power play with the
Soviet Union and that the Japanese would have
surrendered even earlier had the retention of
their imperial system been assured. Truman
wanted the war to continue, they insist, in order
to show off America's powerful new weapon.
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This anthology exposes revisionist fallacies
about Truman's motives, the cost of an invasion,
and the question of Japan's surrender. Essays by
prominent military and diplomatic historians
reveal the hollowness of revisionist claims,
exposing the degree to which these agendadriven scholars have manipulated the historical
record to support their contentions. They show
that, although some Japanese businessmen and
minor officials indicated a willingness to
negotiate peace, no one in a governmental
decision-making capacity even suggested
surrender. And although casualty estimates for
an invasion vary considerably, the more
authoritative approximations point to the very
bloodbath that Truman sought to avoid. Volume
editor Robert Maddox first examines the
writings of revisionist Gar Alperovitz to expose
the unscholarly methods Alperovitz employed to
support his claims, then distinguished Japanese
historian Sadao Asada reveals how difficult it
was for his country's peace faction to prevail

even after the bombs had been dropped. Other
contributors point to continuing Japanese
military buildups, analyze the revisionists' low
casualty estimates for an invasion, reveal
manipulations of the Strategic Bombing Survey
of 1946, and show how even the exhibit
commemorating the fiftieth anniversary of the
bombing at the Smithsonian National Air and
Space Museum hewed to the revisionist line.
And a close reading of Tsuyoshi Hasegawa's
acclaimed Racing the Enemy exposes many
grave discrepancies between that recent
revisionist text and its sources. The use of
atomic bombs against Japan remains one of the
most controversial issues in American history.
Gathered in a single volume for the first time,
these insightful readings take a major step
toward settling that controversy by showing how
insubstantial Hiroshima revisionism really is-and that sometimes history cannot proceed
without decisive action, however regrettable.
Unconditional - Marc Gallicchio 2020-07-02
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A new look at the drama that lay behind the end
of the war in the Pacific Signed on September 2,
1945 aboard the American battleship USS
Missouri in Tokyo Bay by Japanese and Allied
leaders, the instrument of surrender that
formally ended the war in the Pacific brought to
a close one of the most cataclysmic engagements
in history. Behind it lay a debate that had been
raging for some weeks prior among American
military and political leaders. The surrender
fulfilled the commitment that Franklin Roosevelt
had made in 1943 at the Casablanca conference
that it be "unconditional." Though readily
accepted as policy at the time, after Roosevelt's
death in April 1945 support for unconditional
surrender wavered, particularly among
Republicans in Congress, when the bloody
campaigns on Iwo Jima and Okinawa made clear
the cost of military victory against Japan.
Germany's unconditional surrender in May 1945
had been one thing; the war in the pacific was
another. Many conservatives favored a

negotiated surrender. Though this was the last
time American forces would impose surrender
unconditionally, questions surrounding it
continued through the 1950s and 1960s--with
the Korean and Vietnam Wars--when liberal and
conservative views reversed, including over the
definition of "peace with honor." The subject was
revived during the ceremonies surrounding the
50th anniversary in 1995, and the Gulf and Iraq
Wars, when the subjects of exit strategies and
"accomplished missions" were debated. Marc
Gallicchio reveals how and why the surrender in
Tokyo Bay unfolded as it did and the principle
figures behind it, including George C. Marshall
and Douglas MacArthur. The latter would
effectively become the leader of Japan and his
tenure, and indeed the very nature of the
American occupation, was shaped by the nature
of the surrender. Most importantly, Gallicchio
reveals how the policy of unconditional
surrender has shaped our memory and our
understanding of World War II.
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MacArthur: A Biography - Richard B. Frank
2007-07-10
Douglas MacArthur is best remembered for his
ability to adapt, a quality that catalyzed his
greatest accomplishments. Adaptability has
become an indispensable trait for military
leadership in an era of technological leaps that
guarantee the nature of war will radically
change during the span of an ordinary career.
One of the first proponents of a new dimension
in warfare--the Air Force--MacArthur was also
unmatched historically for his management of
peace during the U.S. occupation of Japan. For
generations to come, MacArthur's legacy will
yield profitable--and entertaining--examples to
Americans in and out of uniform.
Sea of Thunder - Evan Thomas 2007-11-06
A suspenseful account of the Battle of Leyte Gulf
in October 1944 is told through the commands of
four naval leaders, including two American
commanders and two Japanese admirals, and
offers insight into how the war reflected

profound cultural differences. Reprint. 75,000
first printing.
The Invasion of Japan - John Ray Skates 2000
Examines the U.S. plan to end the Second World
War by invading Japan For more than a half
century scholars and nonscholars alike have
debated the ethics of dropping the atomic bomb,
but rarely have they studied the American plan
to invade Japan, the alternative to using the
bomb to end the Second World War. Widely held
beliefs about the strength of Japanese forces and
the projected loss of American lives have been
invoked to justify the decision to drop the bomb.
John Ray Skates, however, argues that the
invasion plan, code named Operation Downfall,
until now has not been sufficiently studied to
allow such a justification. In The Invasion of
Japan he remedies that shortcoming and
disputes many myths that have grown up around
the plan.
The Most Controversial Decision - Wilson D.
Miscamble 2011-04-11
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This book explores the American use of atomic
bombs and the role these weapons played in the
defeat of the Japanese Empire in World War II. It
focuses on President Harry S. Truman's
decision-making regarding this most
controversial of all his decisions. The book relies
on notable archival research and the best and
most recent scholarship on the subject to fashion
an incisive overview that is fair and forceful in
its judgments. This study addresses a subject
that has been much debated among historians
and it confronts head-on the highly disputed
claim that the Truman administration practised
'atomic diplomacy'. The book goes beyond its
central historical analysis to ask whether it was
morally right for the United States to use these
terrible weapons against Hiroshima and
Nagasaki. It also provides a balanced evaluation
of the relationship between atomic weapons and
the origins of the Cold War.
Implacable Foes - Waldo Heinrichs 2017-05-01
On May 8, 1945, Victory in Europe Day-

shortened to "V.E. Day"-brought with it the
demise of Nazi Germany. But for the Allies, the
war was only half-won. Exhausted but exuberant
American soldiers, ready to return home, were
sent to join the fighting in the Pacific, which by
the spring and summer of 1945 had turned into
a gruelling campaign of bloody attrition against
an enemy determined to fight to the last man.
Germany had surrendered unconditionally. The
Japanese would clearly make the conditions of
victory extraordinarily high. In the United
States, Americans clamored for their troops to
come home and for a return to a peacetime
economy. Politics intruded upon military policy
while a new and untested president struggled to
strategize among a military command that was
often mired in rivalry. The task of defeating the
Japanese seemed nearly unsurmountable, even
while plans to invade the home islands were
being drawn. Army Chief of Staff General
George C. Marshall warned of the toll that "the
agony of enduring battle" would likely take.
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General Douglas MacArthur clashed with
Marshall and Admiral Nimitz over the most
effective way to defeat the increasingly resilient
Japanese combatants. In the midst of this
division, the Army began a program of partial
demobilization of troops in Europe, which
depleted units at a time when they most needed
experienced soldiers. In this context of military
emergency, the fearsome projections of the
human cost of invading the Japanese homeland,
and weakening social and political will, victory
was salvaged by means of a horrific new
weapon. As one Army staff officer admitted, "The
capitulation of Hirohito saved our necks." In
Implacable Foes, award-winning historians
Waldo Heinrichs (a veteran of both theatres of
war in World War II) and Marc Gallicchio bring
to life the final year of World War Two in the
Pacific right up to the dropping of the atomic
bombs over Hiroshima and Nagasaki, evoking
not only Japanese policies of desperate defense,
but the sometimes rancorous debates on the

home front. They deliver a gripping and
provocative narrative that challenges the
decision-making of U.S. leaders and delineates
the consequences of prioritizing the European
front. The result is a masterly work of military
history that evaluates the nearly insurmountable
trials associated with waging global war and the
sacrifices necessary to succeed.
Tower of Skulls: A History of the Asia-Pacific
War: July 1937-May 1942 - Richard B. Frank
2020-03-03
“A sweeping epic.… Promises to do for the war
in the Pacific what Rick Atkinson did for
Europe.” —James M. Scott, author of Rampage
In 1937, the swath of the globe east from India
to the Pacific Ocean encompassed half the
world’s population. Japan’s onslaught into China
that year unleashed a tidal wave of events that
fundamentally transformed this region and killed
about twenty-five million people. This
extraordinary World War II narrative vividly
portrays the battles across this entire region and
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links those struggles on many levels with their
profound twenty-first-century legacies. In this
first volume of a trilogy, award-winning historian
Richard B. Frank draws on rich archival
research and recently discovered documentary
evidence to tell an epic story that gave birth to
the world we live in now.
The Columbia Guide to the Cold War Michael Kort 2001-03-08
The Cold War was the longest conflict in
American history, and the defining event of the
second half of the twentieth century. Since its
recent and abrupt cessation, we have only begun
to measure the effects of the Cold War on
American, Soviet, post-Soviet, and international
military strategy, economics, domestic policy,
and popular culture. The Columbia Guide to the
Cold War is the first in a series of guides to
American history and culture that will offer a
wealth of interpretive information in different
formats to students, scholars, and general
readers alike. This reference contains narrative

essays on key events and issues, and also
features an A-to-Z encyclopedia, a concise
chronology, and an annotated resource section
listing books, articles, films, novels, web sites,
and CD-ROMs on Cold War themes.
The Battle of Midway - Craig L. Symonds
2013-10-03
"First issued as an Oxford University Press
paperback, 2013"--Title page verso.
Guadalcanal - Richard B. Frank 1992-01-01
“Brilliant...an enormous work based on the most
meticulous research.”—LA Times Book Review
The battle at Guadalcanal—which began eight
months to the day after Pearl Harbor—marked
the first American offensive of World War II. It
was a brutal six-month campaign that cost the
lives of some 7,000 Americans and over 30,000
Japanese. This volume, ten years in the writing,
recounts the full story of the critical campaign
for Guadalcanal and is based on first-time
translations of official Japanese Defense Agency
accounts and recently declassified U.S. radio
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intelligence, Guadalcanal recreates the
battle—on land, at sea, and in the air—as never
before: it examines the feelings of both
American and Japanese soldiers, the strategies
and conflicts of their commanders, and the
strengths and weaknesses of various fighting
units.
Kaigun - David Evans 2015-01-15
One of the great spectacles of modern naval
history is the Imperial Japanese Navy's
instrumental role in Japan's rise from an
isolationist feudal kingdom to a potent military
empire stridently confronting, in 1941, the
world's most powerful nation. Years of
painstaking research and analysis of previously

untapped Japanese-language resources have
produced this remarkable history of the navy's
dizzying development, tactical triumphs, and
humiliating defeat. Unrivaled in its breadth of
coverage and attention to detail, this important
new study explores the foreign and indigenous
influences on the navy's thinking about naval
warfare and how to plan for it. Focusing
primarily on the much-neglected period between
the world wars, David C. Evans and Mark R.
Peattie, two widely esteemed historians,
persuasively explain how the Japanese failed to
prepare properly for the war in the Pacific
despite an arguable advantage in capability.
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